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The Faculty Senate’s Nominating Committee met remotely on October 21, 2022, and made the following nominations:

**COUNCIL/COMMITTEE** | **DEPARTMENT** | **TERM EXP.**
--- | --- | ---
**ACADEMIC MATTERS COUNCIL**
Elizabeth Conner | CNS/Biology | 2025S

**ACADEMIC PRIORITIES COUNCIL**
Christine Turner | Library | 2025S
Jason Hooper | HFA/Music & Dance | 2025S
Jaime Taylor | Library | 2025S

**ATHLETIC COUNCIL**
Marinos Vouvakis | ENGIN/ECE | 2025S

**CAMPUS PHYSICAL PLANNING COUNCIL**
Shannon Hogue | HFA/Classics | 2025S
Eric Berlin | HFA/Music & Dance | 2025S
Fernando Romero Galvao De Moraes | Environmental Cons. | 2025S

**COMMONWEALTH HONORS COUNCIL**
Luis Marentes | HFA/LLC | 2025S
Lisa Troy | SPHHS/Nutrition | 2025S

**GENERAL EDUCATION COUNCIL**
Justin Fermann | CNS/Chemistry | 2025S
Philippe Baillargeon | HFA/LLC | 2025S
Razvan Sibii | HFA/Journalism | 2025S
Yeon Sik Noh | Nursing | 2025S
Darrell Earnest | EDUC/TECS | 2025S
Andrew Spracklen | CNS/Biology | 2025S
Julie Skogsbergh | UWW | 2025S

**GRADUATE COUNCIL**
Sarah Poissant | SPHHS/CommDis | 2025S
Memnun Seven | Nursing | 2025S
Ana Caicedo | CNS/Biology | 2025S
Caitlyn Butler | ENGIN/Civ. & Environ. | 2025S
Mary Ellen Burke | Nursing | 2025S
Andrew McGregor | CICS | 2025S
HEALTH COUNCIL
Tobias Baskin        CNS/Biology        2025S
Lisa Minter         CNS/Vet. & Animal Sci.   2025S
Sheila Pennell      Nursing             2025S
Sarah Goff         SPHHS/ Health Prom. & Pol. 2025S

ICTC
Brian Shelburne    Library             2025S

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES COUNCIL
Krishna Poudel      SPHHS/ Health Prom.  2025S
Madalina Akli      CHC                  2025S
Andrea Dallas       HFA/LLC             2025S

PROGRAM AND BUDGET COUNCIL
Anurag Sharma      ISOM/Management        2025S

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT & OUTREACH COUNCIL
Giverson Mupambi   CNS/Stockbridge       2025S
Lisa Troy          SPHHS/Nutrition        2025S
Hyeyoung Park      Nursing               2025S
Sara Whitcomb      Student Development    2025S

RESEARCH COUNCIL
Kalpana Poudel-Tandukar Nursing 2025S

STATUS OF DIVERSITY
Mzamo Mangaliso    ISOM/Management        2025S
Laura Quilter      Library                2025S

STUDENT AFFAIRS & UNIVERSITY LIFE
Shane Hammond      EDUC/EPRA             2025S

UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
Alison Messier    Library                2025S

UNIVERSITY RELATIONS
Sarah Fitzgerald  Library                2025S
MOTION: That the Faculty Senate approve the Nominations to Faculty Senate Councils 16-23 And Committees, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 22-083B.